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Abstract

Shared bu�er switches do not su�er from head of line blocking which is a common problem in simple input bu�ering.

Shared bu�er switches have previously been studied under uniform and unbalanced tra�c patterns. However, due to

the complexity of the model, it was not possible to fully explore the performance of such a switch, in the presence of a

single hot spot. In this paper, we develop a new model for an ATM switch constructed from shared bu�ered switching

elements, and operating under a hot spot tra�c pattern. Hot spot tra�c is one of more realistic tra�c in ATM

switching. The model is validated by comparison with simulation results. The model is used to study the switch per-

formance in terms of throughput, cell delay, cell loss probability and the optimal bu�er utilization. Numerical results

show that, in the presence of hot spot tra�c, shared bu�er switches degrade more signi®cantly than switches with

dedicated input and/or output bu�ers. The model can be used by switch designers to optimize the design and per-

formance of switches. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Multistage switches o�er a very cost e�ective
architecture for building high speed switches for
use in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
switches for use in Broadband Integrated Services
Digital Network. Possible architectures and their
performance have been reported in [1±6]. Shared
bu�er multistage switches use bu�er spaces in the
switching elements (SE) very e�ciently under a
uniform tra�c pattern [7]. However, an unbal-
anced tra�c in the switch can disrupt the e�ciency

of a shared bu�er SE. For example, if all or a
portion of the tra�c is directed to a part of the
switch instead of being distributed evenly across
the switch, the particular part of the switch su�ers
heavy congestion. The congestion may adversely
reduce the performance of the switch and the ef-
fectiveness of the shared bu�er scheme.

There are several types of non-uniform tra�c
patterns that can arise in multistage switches.
Among them hot spot and point-to-point (also
known as single-source, single-destination) have
attracted a lot of attention. The hot spot tra�c is a
non-uniform tra�c pattern consisting of a single
output of high access rate (hot spot) superimposed
on a background uniform tra�c [8]. The hot spot
tra�c results in a higher throughput at the hot
output itself; however, depending on the bu�er
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location and cell forward policies, the overall
performance of the switch may face degradation.

Hot spot tra�c is a tra�c pattern where many
sources try to communicate with one destination
(hot spot) at the same time [8]. The hot spot tra�c
pattern could occur in many application areas. For
example, many callers may compete to reach a
particular subscriber in a telephone network.
Other examples of hot spot contention in com-
puter communications are given in [9]. It is,
therefore, important to analyze the performance of
switches subjected to a hot spot tra�c pattern.

Input bu�ered switches have simple bu�er
management but su�ers from head of line blocking
which reduces the throughput [10]. Wu [11] pre-
sented an analysis of single input bu�ered switch
under a non-uniform tra�c. Kim and Leon-
Garcia [12] presented an alternative method for
evaluating the performance of input bu�ered
switches. Although their model can be applied to
any output distribution, they emphasize single-
source, single-destination (SSSD) and superimposed
SSSD tra�c patterns. They have later extended
their model to account for multiple bu�ers.

A number of authors have studied the perfor-
mance of output bu�ered switches [13±16]. Lin and
Kleinrock [17] proposed a model to evaluate the
performance of multistage switches with output
bu�ering under a hot spot tra�c, as well as an
extended model for a general tra�c distribution.
The model uses a decomposition and iterative
method to numerically solve the equations. They
examine their model with examples for uniform
and even-®rst, odd-second (EFOS) [18] tra�c
patterns. Although Lin's model may be used for
any bu�er size, it con®nes the SE size to 2, and is
not suitable for an arbitrary SE size.

The analysis of shared bu�er switches under
non-uniform tra�c patterns was reported by
Gianatti and Pattavina [19]. In their model, the
outputs of the switch are divided such that a group
of outputs are hot and the rest are cold. The
number of SEs in the hot group is given by logd N ,
where N is the switch size, and d is the size of an
SE. For example, for N � 64, and d � 2, they
consider 32 hot and 32 cold outputs. Hence, the
model is not suitable for studying switches with a
single hot output, where one of the switch outputs

becomes more popular than the others. Saleh and
Atiquzzaman [20±22] have previously studied the
impact of single hot spot tra�c on the perfor-
mance of shared bu�er switches using simulation
techniques.

Most of the models mentioned above use local
¯ow control to control cell movement between
stages. In local ¯ow control, a cell can be for-
warded to the next stage depending on the bu�er
occupancy of the next stage at the beginning of an
NCC. On the other hand, simultaneous operation
of forwarding and receiving cells in a bu�er during
a switch clock cycle is allowed in global ¯ow con-
trol. Therefore, global ¯ow control results in a
higher throughput and better bu�er utilization
than local ¯ow control. The aim of this paper is to
study the performance of a multistage switch using
local or global ¯ow control, and operating under a
hot spot tra�c pattern.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the modeling assumptions and the
single hot spot model. In Section 4, the construc-
tion and considerations for a shared bu�er switch
which is analogous to the one considered for the
analysis are discussed. In Section 5, we examine
our model with some numerical examples, and
compare the results with simulation. Concluding
remarks and further possible work are given in
Section 6.

2. Shared bu�er Delta network

In this section, we will describe the Delta
networks, justify our assumptions and notations
to be used in the modeling of the network in
Section 3. We consider a Deltad interconnection
based switch with N inputs and N outputs and
consisting of k stages of d � d SEs such that
N � dk. Starting from the stage where cells enter
the network, we number the stages from 1 to k.
In a Deltad interconnection, there exists only one
path between each input and output of the net-
work, and each stage of the switch consists of
N=d SEs.

In single hot spot tra�c, there are i types of SEs
at stage i. For example, in Fig. 1, where output 1 is
considered as the hot output, the SE types may be
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labeled as indicated in the ®gure. Type 1 SE is the
only SE in each stage that contains a mixture of
hot and cold tra�cs. SE types greater than 1
contain only cold tra�c. However, we still distin-
guish between di�erent cold type SEs in every
stage, because the overall throughput of the SEs is
di�erent for the di�erent SE types in the same
stage. In Fig. 1, links that carry di�erent tra�c
mixes are illustrated with di�erent line styles. Hot
links and hot SEs carrying hot tra�c are shown by
thicker solid lines.

2.1. Assumptions

In a shared bu�er SE, the bu�ers must be fast
enough to enqueue and dequeue cells during the
same network clock cycle (NCC). For the purpose
of analysis, we split the process of forwarding and
accepting cells in shared bu�ers during an NCC
into two phases [23]. In the forward phase, de-
pending on the state of the SE and its downstream
SEs, a number of cells may leave the SE, and the
switch goes to an intermediate state. Following the
forward phase is the receive phase during which
cells o�ered from the upstream SEs are placed in
the bu�ers, acknowledgments are sent to the up-
stream SEs, and the SE goes to the ®nal state. If
the number of arriving cells is greater than the
number of available bu�ers in the SE, a number of
cells, equal to the number of available spaces, are
selected randomly.

The following assumptions are considered re-
garding the shared bu�er switch and its operation:

· Each SE is of size d � d and contains B bu�ers
which are accessible by all d inlets and d outlets
of the SE.

· The switch operates synchronously, i.e. cells are
submitted to the switch at the beginning of ®xed
time intervals which are referred to as network
clock cycle (NCC).

· Destination tag is used to route a packet. A rout-
ing con¯ict inside the switch is resolved random-
ly, i.e. if two or more cells are destined to the
same output, one is chosen at random.

· The arrival of cells at each input of the switch is
a Bernoulli process, i.e. the probability that a cell
arrives during a cycle �q� is constant, and suc-
cessive arrivals are independent of each other.

· The hot tra�c is de®ned as the portion of the in-
put tra�c that is exclusively destined to the hot
output and is identi®ed as fh. Thus, a hot SE car-
ries a mixture of hot and cold tra�cs depending
on its location. In the single hot spot case, the
hot tra�c in an SE passes through only the
hot outlet of the SE. Therefore, all cold SEs con-
tain only cold tra�c which is uniformly distrib-
uted through all outlets in those SEs.

· The probability of a cell arriving at a switch in-
put and being destined to the hot output �ph� or
to any single one of the N ÿ 1 cold outputs �pc�
is given by

ph � q fh

�
� 1ÿ fh

N

�
;

pc � q
1ÿ fh

N

� �
; ph � �N ÿ 1�pc � q:

�1�

· The state of an SE whose bu�ers contain
s � h� c cells is represented by a pair �h; c�
where h is the number of cells destined to the
hot outlet of the SE and c is the number of cells
destined to the other d ÿ 1 cold outlets of the
SE.

· Flow control in the switch is implemented by a
backpressure mechanism which ensures that no
cell is lost inside the network. In the case of local
¯ow control, a cell leaves an SE if there is a
space for it in the corresponding SE at the next
stage, at the beginning of an NCC. In global
¯ow control, a cell leaves an SE if either there
is a space for it in the next stage SE at the begin-
ning of an NCC, or a space becomes available

Fig. 1. An 8� 8 Delta2 MIN with single hot spot.
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during the forward phase of the same NCC. An
SE acknowledges the receipt of a cell to its up-
stream SE. Unacknowledged cells contend with
other cells in the subsequent cycles.

· There is no blocking at the outputs of the net-
work, i.e. an output can always accept a packet.
The possible state transitions in an SE for d � 2

and B � 2 are illustrated in Fig. 2 for the global
¯ow control policy.

2.2. Notations

The following notation will be used in the
models:
· SEi;r: an SE of type r at stage i,
· pi;r;t�h1; c1�: probability that SEi;r is in state
�h1; c1� at the beginning of cycle t,

· si;r;t�h1; c1; h3; c3�: probability that SEi;r is in
state �h3; c3� at the beginning of the receive
phase, given that it was in state �h1; c1�, at the
beginning of the forward phase of cycle t, where
06 h1ÿ h36 1, and 06 c1ÿ c36 d ÿ 1,

· ri;r;t�h3; c3; h2; c2�: probability that SEi;r is in
state �h2; c2� at the end of the receive phase of
cycle t, given that it was in state �h3; c3� at the
beginning of the receive phase of the same cycle,
where h36 h2 and c36 c2,

· ~pi;r;t�h3; c3�: probability that SEi;r is in state
�h3; c3� at the beginning of the receive phase
of cycle t,

· ai;r;t: probability that a cell is ready to enter SEi;r

at cycle t,
· bi;r;t;x: probability that, at cycle t, a successor of

SEi;r provides an acknowledgment to type x out-
let of the SE, given that a cell was submitted to
the successor through outlet x during the same
cycle. x is of either a hot or cold outlet,

· Yd�r; c�: probability that c cells in an SE are des-
tined to r distinct outlets of the SE from a total
of d outlets under consideration,

· ui;r;j: probability that a cell in SEi;r is destined to
its jth outlet, where 16 j6 d.

3. Analysis and modeling of Delta network

In this section, we use the notations and as-
sumptions used in the previous section to develop
models for the Delta network under global and
local ¯ow control in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1. Analysis of an SE with global ¯ow control

We model each SE by a Markov chain repre-
senting the distribution of the hot and cold cells
stored in the B bu�ers of the SE. An SE is of type i
if it is fed by a type iÿ 1 SE in the previous stage
(Fig. 1). It has been shown in [24] that stage i will
have i di�erent types of SEs and i� 1 di�erent
tra�c rates at its outlets.

Our modeling approach is based on the iterative
solution [25] of a Markov chain system which
characterizes the behavior of SEi;r for di�erent i
and r in a Delta network. In this approach, if there
exists a solution to the system, starting from the
resting condition of the switch parameters, the it-
erative results converge to the steady-state condi-
tion of the system.

We represent the state vector of the Markov
chain by a row vector Pi;r for every type r SE at all
of the stages where

Pi;r;t � cpi;r;t�h; c�� �; h � 0; . . . ;B;

c � 0; . . . ;Bÿ h:
�2�

Fig. 2. State diagram of a two-phase switch operation in an SE

with d � 2, and B � 2. Every state is denoted by a pair �h; c�
where h is the number of cells destined to the hot outlet of the

SE and c is the number of cells destined to the other d ÿ 1 cold

outlets of the SE.
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Each element of the row vector Pi;r is an ordered
pair �h; c� in which h is the number of cells in the
shared bu�ers of SEi;r that are destined to the hot
outlet of the SE, and c is the number of cells that
are destined to the other d ÿ 1 outlets of the SE. It
is, thus, obvious that the total number of cells in
the shared bu�ers for pi;r�h; c� is h� c.

Based on the imaginary intermediate state as-
sumption, the probability that the state of SEi;r

goes to an intermediate state �h3; c3� is equal to
the SE being in state pi;r;t�h1; c1� and a s transition
from �h1; c1� to �h3; c3� taking place for all pos-
sible �h1; c1� states. In other words,

~pi;r;t�h3; c3� �
XB

h1�0

XBÿh1

c1�0

pi;r;t�h1; c1�si;r;t

��h1; c1; h3; c3�: �3�
The limits of the summations ensure that h1�
c16B. Similarly, the probability of the transition
to the initial state �h2; c2� at time t � 1 (which is
equivalent to the ®nal state at time t) is equal to
the SE being in the intermediate state �h3; c3�, and
a r transition from �h3; c3� to �h2; c2� taking
place for all possible �h3; c3� states. In other
words,

pi;r;t�1�h2; c2� �
XB

h3�0

XBÿh3

c3�0

~pi;r;t�h3; c3�ri;r;t

��h3; c3; h2; c2�: �4�
In this case, too, the limits of the summations are
such that h3� c36B.

To avoid unnecessary complexity in our nota-
tion and since we are interested in the steady-state
condition of the network, we drop the t subscripts
in all NCC dependent formulas in the rest of this
paper. This does not a�ect the interpretation of
any formulas, since, for instance, the value of a
formula at time t and t � 1 is the same, for su�-
ciently large t. However, in calculation, one should
be aware that such formulas are actually time
dependent.

Transition si;r�h1; c1; h3; c3� in Eq. (3) takes
place if h1ÿ h3 cells leave SEi;r from its hot outlet,
and c1ÿ c3 cells leave the SE from its d ÿ 1 cold
outlets. Since all hot tra�c passes through only the
hot outlet, at most one cell can leave from the hot

outlet, depending on whether it is accepted in the
next stage. Thus, the probability that a cell leaves
SEi;r through its hot outlet has a binomial distri-
bution form

b�h1ÿ h3;min�1; h1�; bi;r;hot�; �5�
where b is the shorthand notation for a binomial
distribution

b�k; n; p� � n
k

� �
pk�1ÿ p�nÿk: �6�

Note that at most one cell can leave through any
outlet during each NCC. In Eq. (5) the probability
for the cases where h1ÿ h3 > 1 is 0. This is im-
plicit in the binomial distribution where �nk� � 0 for
k > n.

On the other hand, the probability that c1ÿ c3
leave the SEi;r through other d ÿ 1 cold outlets
depends on:
1. the c1 cells are destined to exactly how many

outlets, and
2. the probability that c1ÿ c3 cells pass through

those outlets.
Note that at most one cell leaves an SE in any
NCC. Thus, the probability that c1ÿ c3 leave the
SEi;r through other d ÿ 1 cold outlets implies that
c1 cells are destined to at least c1ÿ c3 di�erent
outlets. Considering this case for all possible
number of outlets, we haveXdÿ1

l�c1ÿc3

Ydÿ1�l; c1�b�c1ÿ c3; l; bi;r;cold�: �7�

The lower limit of l � c1ÿ c3 is due to the fact
that c1 packets should be destined to at least
c1ÿ c3 distinct outlets so that the same number of
cells as c1ÿ c3 are able to leave the SE. The upper
limit re¯ects the fact that there are at most d ÿ 1
cold outlets in each SE. Since, the probabilities in
Eqs. (5) and (7) are independent, si;r�h1; c1; h3; c3�
is equal to the product of the two equations:

si;r�h1; c1; h3; c3� � b�h1ÿ h3;min�1; h1�; bi;r;hot�

�
Xdÿ1

l�c1ÿc3

Ydÿ1�l; c1�b�c1ÿ c3; l; bi;r;cold�; �8�

where d is the number of inlets and outlets of an
SE.
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Since we assume that the cold tra�c of an SE is
distributed uniformly over all d ÿ 1 outlets of an
SE, Yd�c; s� may be obtained by Bianchi and
Turner [26]:

Yd�c; s� � d
c

� �
c�sÿ c; c�

c�s; d� ; �9�

where

c�s; d� � s� d ÿ 1
s

� �
: �10�

Yd is independent of SE type and stage number. It
can, therefore, be calculated once and used for
subsequent calculations in order to reduce com-
puting time.

The probability that a cell which is sent through
an outlet of type x of SEi;r is accepted by its next
stage, bi;r;x, depends on the stage and type of the
SE:
1. i � k. Since there is no blocking at the outputs

of the network, the probability bi;r;x of accep-
tance of an o�ered cell at stage k (the last stage)
is equal to 1.

2. i < k. For all stages except the last stage we
shall consider three di�erent cases:
(a) An o�ered cell to a particular outlet of SEi;r

is de®nitely accepted by its successor SE, if there
are at least d bu�ers in the successor SE. The
probability of this case will beXBÿd

h3�0

XBÿdÿh3

c3�0

~pi�1;s�h3; c3�: �11�

The upper limits and lower limits of the sum-
mations ensure that h3� c36Bÿ d, so that there
are at least d empty bu�ers in the shared bu�er SE.
Subscript s used in Eqs. (11)±(18) denotes the type
of SE which should be considered at the next stage.
The type in the next stage is determined as

s � 1; i � 1 and x � 1;
r � 1; r > 1 or �r � 1 and x 6� 1�:

�
�12�

(b) An o�ered cell to a particular outlet of SEi;r

is also accepted if the total number of cells that are
o�ered to other d ÿ 1 inlets of the successor SE is
strictly less than the number of available bu�ers in
that SE. If wh is the number of packets destined to
the hot outlet at stage i� 1 and wc is the number of

cells destined to the cold outlets at stage i� 1, both
through other d ÿ 1 outlets of SEi;r, the probability
that wh cells are destined to the hot outlet and wc

cells are destined to d ÿ 1 cold outlets forms a
multinomial distribution. Thus, bi, in this case, will
be equal to

XB

h3�0

XB

c3�0

Bÿd�16 h3�c36Bÿ1

~pi�1;s�h3; c3�

�
Xdÿ1

wh�0

Xdÿ1

wc�0

wh�wc 6Bÿ�h3�c3�ÿ1

l�ai�1;sui�1;s;hot; d ÿ 1;wh;wc�:

�13�
For example, if d � 2 and B � 2, Eq. (13) will re-
duce to

~pi�1;s�1; 0�
h

� ~pi�1;s�0; 1�
i
�1ÿ ai�1;s�; �14�

which means that a cell which has been o�ered to
SEi�1;s will be accepted if the SE is in one of two
intermediate states �1; 0� or �0; 1�, and no cell is
o�ered at the other inlet of SEi�1;s:

l�a; u; d; h; c� is the multinomial distribution of
h and c from a total of d

l�a; u; d; h; c� � d!

h!c!�d ÿ hÿ c�! �a:u�
h

� �a�1ÿ u��c�1ÿ a�dÿhÿc: �15�
(c) If wh � wc (having the same de®nition as in

the previous case) is greater than or equal to the
number of available bu�ers, the probability that
an acknowledgment is received at the output under
consideration is a fraction of the previous case
depending on the value of wh and wc.

XB

h3�0

XB

c3�0

Bÿd�16 h3�c36Bÿ1

~pi�1;s�h3; c3�

�
Xdÿ1

wh�0

Xdÿ1

wc�0

Bÿ�h3�c3�6wh�wc 6 dÿ1

l�ai�1;sui�1;s;hot; d ÿ 1;wh;wc�

� Bÿ �h3� c3�
wh � wc � 1

: �16�

For example, if d � 2 and B � 2, Eq. (16) re-
duces to
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�~pi�1;s�1; 0� � ~pi�1;s�0; 1��

� 1

2
ai�1;sui;s;hot � 1

2
ai�1;s�1ÿ ui;s;hot�

� �
; �17�

which means that ± in this case of bi;r;x ± an o�ered
cell to SEi�1;s will be acknowledged with the
probability 1

2
if the SE is in either the intermediate

states �1; 0� or �0; 1�, and another inlet of SEi�1;s

de®nitely has a cell which is destined either to the
hot outlet or the cold outlets of SEi�1;s.
�Bÿ �h3� c3��=�wh � wc � 1� in Eq. (16) as-

sumes that cells at an SE are accepted in the bu�ers
at random, regardless of whether they are destined
to the hot outlet or any one of the cold outlets.

Since all cases are independent of each other,
bi;r;x is the sum of all three cases

bi;r;x �
XBÿd

h3�0

XBÿdÿh3

c3�0

~pi�1;s�h3; c3�

�
XB

h3�0

XB

c3�0

Bÿd�16 h3�c36Bÿ1

~pi�1;s�h3; c3�

�
Xdÿ1

wh�0

Xdÿ1

wc�0

wh�wc 6Bÿ�h3�c3�ÿ1

l�ai�1;sui�1;s;hot; d

264 ÿ 1;wh;wc�

�
Xdÿ1

wh�0

Xdÿ1

wc�0

Bÿ�h3�c3�6wh�wc 6 dÿ1

l�ai�1;sui�1;s;hot; d ÿ 1;wh;wc�

� Bÿ �h3� c3�
wh � wc � 1

375: �18�

In Eq. (4), ri�h3; c3; h2; c2� is the probability
that a transition from intermediate state �h3; c3� to
®nal state �h2; c2� takes place. ri�h3; c3; h2; c2�
depending on the ®nal state �h2; c2� consists of two
cases.

(1) h2� c2 < B. This means that after receiving
�h2� c2� ÿ �h3� c3� the bu�ers are not yet com-
pletely full. In this case all of �h2� c2� ÿ �h3� c3�
cells that were ready to enter SEi;r have already

entered the SE, since there was room for all of
them. Among the cells that have entered the SE,
there are h2ÿ h3 cells that are destined to the hot
outlet of the SE and c2ÿ c3 cells that are destined
to other d ÿ 1 cold outlets of the SE. Therefore,
ri;r in this case has a multinomial distribution of
the following form:

ri;r�h3; c3; h2; c2�
� l�ai;r; ui;r;hot; d; h2ÿ h3; c2ÿ c3�;

h2� c2 < B: �19�

(2) h2� c2 � B. This means that the bu�ers are
all full after the transition took place. However, it
does not mean that there were only
�h2ÿ h3� � �c2ÿ c3� cells which were ready to
enter the SE. In fact, the number of cells that may
have been ready to enter SEi can be any number
between �h2ÿ h3� � �c2ÿ c3� and d. In other
words, ri;r for the case of h2� c2 � B will be

ri;r�h3; c3; h2; c2�

�
Xdÿ�c2ÿc3�

wh�h2ÿh3

Xdÿwh

wc�c2ÿc3

wh

h2ÿ h3

� �
wc

c2ÿ c3

� �
wh � wc

c2ÿ c3� h2ÿ h3

� �
� l�ai;r; ui;r;hot; d;wh;wc�;

h2� c2 � B: �20�

For example, if d � 2 and B � 2, and we would
like to consider di�erent cases for ri;r�0; 1; 1; 1�,
the following cases during the current NCC are
possible:
· Only one cell was o�ered to SEi;r and it was des-

tined to the hot outlet.
· Two cells were o�ered to SEi;r, both destined to

the hot outlet, and one of them was accepted.
· Two cells were o�ered to SEi;r, one destined to

the hot outlet and one to the cold outlet, and on-
ly the one which was destined to the hot outlet
was accepted.
Note that in the hot spot model, when a cell

enters an SE it is not important which inlet it came
from. The state of the SE only represents which
outlet it is destined to.
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The coe�cient

wh

h2ÿ h3

� �
wc

c2ÿ c3

� �
wh � wc

c2ÿ c3� h2ÿ h3

� �
in Eq. (20) is the probability that h2ÿ h2 cells are
selected from wh cells destined to the hot outlet
and c2ÿ c3 cells are selected from wc cells destined
to the cold outlets, given that a total of
�c2ÿ c3� � �h2ÿ h3� cells are accepted to SEi;r,
out of wh � wc cells that were o�ered to that SE.
The limits of the summations are determined as
follows. The number of cells that were o�ered to
SEi;r and are destined to the hot outlet of the SE
(wh) must be greater or equal to h2ÿ h3 (the actual
number of cells that entered SEi;r and are destined
to its hot outlet). On the other hand, wh is limited
to the number of inlets of the SE minus c2ÿ c3
(the actual number of cells that enter SEi;r and are
destined to its d ÿ 1 cold outlets). The lower
bound of wc is justi®ed as similar to that of wh. The
upper bound of wc is limited to d ÿ wh which is the
SE size minus the number of cells that are o�ered
to SEi;r.

Putting both cases in one formula,
ri;r�h3; c3; h2; c2� is the following:

ri;r�h3; c3; h2; c2�

�

l�ai;r; ui;r;hot; d; h2ÿ h3; c2ÿ c3�;
h2� c2 < B;

Pdÿ�c2ÿc3�

wh�h2ÿh3

Pdÿwh

wc�c2ÿc3

wh

h2ÿ h3

� �
wc

c2ÿ c3

� �
wh � wc

c2ÿ c3� h2ÿ h3

� �
�l�ai;r; ui;r;hot; d;wh;wc�;

h2� c2 � B:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>: �21�
The probability that a cell is ready to enter SEi;r,

ai;r, depends on i and r. There are three di�erent
cases which should be distinguished:
1. i � 1: For i � 1, the ai;r is equal to the probabil-

ity that a cell is o�ered to the Delta interconnec-
tion at a particular NCC. We have assumed
that all inputs are independent and the proba-
bility that there is a packet available at any in-
put is equal to q

ai;r � q; i � 1: �22�
2. i > 1 and r � 1. This case represents the hot SEs

at all stages except the ®rst. All cells that are en-
tering this type of SE are coming from the hot
outlet of type 1 SEs (switching elements carry-
ing a mixture of hot and cold tra�cs). Thus,
the probability that a cell enters SEi;r depends
on whether there is at least one cell at any
one of SEiÿ1;rs. Since ai;r is the same for all in-
lets, we can write

ai;r � 1ÿ
XB

j�0

piÿ1;r�0; j�; i > 1; r � 1: �23�

The summation in Eq. (23) is the probability
that no cell is destined to the hot outlet of
SEiÿ1;r. Therefore, the probability that at least
one cell is destined to the hot outlet of that SE
is equal to the subtraction of the sum from one.

3. i > 1 and r > 1. This case represents all other
SEs, in stages other than the ®rst, which carry
only cold tra�c. In this case the probability
that there is at least one cell which is ready to
enter SEi;r depends on whether there is at least
one cell in any one of SEiÿ1;rÿ1s which is des-
tined to one of the cold outlets of that SE. Note
that ai;r is the same for every inlet at stage i
which falls in this category. Thus, we can write

ai;r �
XB

l�1

XBÿl

j�0

piÿ1;rÿ1�j; l� 1ÿ c�s; d ÿ 2�
c�s; d ÿ 1�

� �
;

i > 1; r > 1; �24�
where c�s; d� is as de®ned in Eq. (10). There-
fore, the combined equation for ai;r will be the
following:

ai;r �

q; i � 1;

1ÿPB
j�0

piÿ1;r�0; j�; i > 1;

r � 1;PB
l�1

PBÿl

j�0

piÿ1;rÿ1�j; l� 1ÿ c�s;dÿ2�
c�s;dÿ1�

� �
; i > 1;

r > 1:

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
�25�

The probability that a cell in SEi;r is destined to
outlet j of the SE, ui;r;j, is determined by

ui;r;j � ei;r;j

mi;r
; �26�
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where mi;r is the sum of all ei;r;j for all j in SEi;r

mi;r �
Xd

l�1

ei;r;l: �27�

For the last stage, the probability ek;r;j that a
cell is referencing a hot or cold output is simply
calculated by

ek;r;j � ph; r � 1 and j � 1;
pc �r � 1 and j > 1� or r > 1;

�
�28�

where k � logd N . For i < k, ei;r;j is calculated as
follows:

ei;r;j � mi�1;r; j � 1;
mi�1;r�1; 1 < j6 d:

�
�29�

In [27], we have derived ei;r;j and mi;r in a di�erent
way which avoids recursive calculation. Never-
theless, both techniques are correct and give the
same results. However, the derivation here is more
concise and easier to understand.

Since ui;r;j values are independent of time, it is
more e�cient to calculate ei;r;j, mi;r, and ui;r;j values
once, store them in an appropriate data structure
and use them for the rest of the calculations.
Starting the calculations from the last stage is
advantageous, because some already calculated
values for next stages can be directly used in the
calculations for the current stage. Thus, the cal-
culation takes place with no recursive calls.

An example of calculation of ui;r is given in
Fig. 3 for N � 4, q � 0:8, and fh � 0:2.

3.2. Analysis of an SE with local ¯ow control

The model from a multistage switch using
global ¯ow control was described in the previous
section. In this section, we show how to model a
Delta interconnection using local ¯ow control.

The state probabilities of SEi;r in local ¯ow
control may be described by a Markov chain with
the following description:

pi;r�h2; c2� �
XB

h1�0

XBÿh1

c1�0

pi;r�h1; c1�hi;r

��h1; c1; h2; c2�; �30�
where hi;r�h1; c1; h2; c2� is the probability that an
SE is in state �h2; c2�, in the current cycle, given
that it was in state �h1; c1� in the previous cycle

hi;r�h1; c1; h2; c2�

�
Xwm

w�max�0;h2ÿh1�

Xsm

s�max�0;c2ÿc1�
ri;r�h1; c1; h1� w; c1� s�

� si;r�h1; c1; h2ÿ w; c2ÿ s�; �31�

where the upper limits wm and sm of the summation
are as follows:

wm � min�d; h2;Bÿ �h1� c1�; h2ÿ h1� 1�;
sm � min�d; c2;Bÿ �h1� c1� ÿ w; d ÿ 1� c2ÿ c1�:
In local ¯ow control, the process of forwarding
cells from an SE is the same as in global ¯ow
control. However, the process of accepting cells at
the inlets of the SE is di�erent from global ¯ow
control. Therefore, we need to derive di�erent
formulas for the variables which are a�ected.
Fortunately, we only need to change bi;r and ri;r

equations. The rest of the equations remain the
same as in global ¯ow control.

As in global ¯ow control, the probability bi;r;x of
acceptance of an o�ered cell at the last stage is
equal to 1.

For all stages except the last stage we shall
consider three di�erent cases:
1. An o�ered cell to a particular outlet of SEi;r is

de®nitely accepted by its successor SE, if there
are at least d bu�ers in the successor SE. The
probability of this case will be

Fig. 3. An example of ui;r;j, mi;r, and ei;r;j values for a Delta

interconnection with N � 4; d � 2;q � 0:8, and fh � 0:2.

Subscripts are omitted for readability.
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XBÿd

h1�0

XBÿdÿh1

c1�0

pi�1;s�h1; c1�: �32�

The upper limits and lower limits of the sum-
mations ensure that h1� c16Bÿ d, so that
there are at least d empty bu�ers in the shared
bu�er SE.

2. An o�ered cell to a particular outlet of SEi;r is
also accepted if the total number of cells that
are o�ered to other d ÿ 1 inlets of the successor
SE is strictly less than the number of available
bu�ers in that SE. If wh is the number of pack-
ets destined to the hot outlet at stage i� 1 and
wc is the number of cells destined to the cold
outlets at stage i� 1, both through other
d ÿ 1 outlets of SEi;r, the probability that wh

cells are destined to the hot outlet and wc cells
are destined to d ÿ 1 cold outlets forms a mul-
tinomial distribution. Thus, bi, in this case, will
be equal to

XB

h1�0

XB

c1�0

Bÿd�16 h1�c16Bÿ1

pi�1;s�h1; c1�

�
Xdÿ1

wh�0

Xdÿ1

wc�0

wh�wc 6Bÿ�h1�c1�ÿ1

l�ai�1;sui�1;s;hot; d ÿ 1;wh;wc�:

�33�
For example, if d � 2 and B � 2, Eq. (33) will
reduce to

pi�1;s�1; 0�� � pi�1;s�0; 1���1ÿ ai�1;s�; �34�
which means that a cell which has been o�ered
to SEi�1;s will be accepted if the SE is in one of
two initial states �1; 0� or �0; 1�, and no cell is
o�ered at the other inlet of SEi�1;s. Subscript s
used in Eqs. (32)±(38) denotes the type of SE
which should be considered at the next. The
type in the next stage is determined as

s � 1; i � 1 and x � 1;
r � 1; r > 1 or �r � 1 and x 6� 1�:

�
�35�

3. If wh � wc (having the same de®nition as in the
previous case) is equal or more than the number
of available bu�ers, the probability that an ac-
knowledgment is received at the output under

consideration is a fraction the previous case de-
pending on the value of wh and wc

XB

h1�0

XB

c1�0

Bÿd�16 h1�c16Bÿ1

pi�1;s�h1; c1�

�
Xdÿ1

wh�0

Xdÿ1

wc�0

Bÿ�h1�c1�6wh�wc 6 dÿ1

l�ai�1;sui�1;s;hot; d ÿ 1;wh;wc�

� Bÿ �h1� c1�
wh � wc � 1

: �36�

For example, if d � 2 and B � 2, Eq. (36) re-
duces to

pi�1;s�1; 0�� � pi�1;s�0; 1��

� 1

2
ai�1;sui;s;hot

�
� 1

2
ai�1;s�1ÿ ui;s;hot�

�
; �37�

which means that ± in this case of bi;r;x ± an
o�ered cell to SEi�1;s will be acknowledged with
the probability 1

2
if the SE is in either the initial

states �1; 0� or �0; 1�, and another inlet of SEi�1;s

de®nitely has a cell which is destined either to
the hot outlet or the cold outlet of SEi�1;s:
�Bÿ �h1� c1��=�wh � wc � 1� in Eq. (36) as-

sumes that cells at an SE are accepted in the bu�ers
at random, regardless of whether they are destined
to the hot outlet or any one of the cold outlets.

Since all cases are independent of each other,
bi;r;x for stages other than the last is the sum of all
three cases

bi;r;x �
XBÿd

h1�0

XBÿdÿh1

c1�0

pi�1;s�h1; c1�

�
XB

h1�0

XB

c1�0

Bÿd�16 h1�c16Bÿ1

pi�1;s�h1; c1�

�
Xdÿ1

wh�0

Xdÿ1

wc�0

wh�wc 6Bÿ�h1�c1�ÿ1

l�ai�1;sui�1;s;hot; d

264 ÿ 1;wh;wc�

�
Xdÿ1

wh�0

Xdÿ1

wc�0

Bÿ�h1�c1�6wh�wc 6 dÿ1

l�ai�1;sui�1;s;hot; d ÿ 1;wh;wc�

� Bÿ �h1� c1�
wh � wc � 1

375: �38�
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Comparison of Eq. (38) with Eq. (18) shows
that the only di�erence between them is that in Eq.
(18) bi;r;x depends on the intermediate states of
SEi�1;s, whereas Eq. (38) depends on the initial
states. A similar analogy exists between ri;r in the
global ¯ow control equations and ri;r in the case of
local ¯ow control. Therefore, we do not elaborate
on the ri;r in the local ¯ow control case.

ri;r in local ¯ow control is given by

ri;r�h1; c1; h2; c2�

�

l�ai;r; ui;r;hot; d; h2ÿ h1; c2ÿ c1�;
h2� c2 < B;

Pdÿ�c2ÿc1�

wh�h2ÿh1

Pdÿwh

wc�c2ÿc1

wh

h2ÿ h1

� �
wc

c2ÿ c1

� �
wh � wc

c2ÿ c1� h2ÿ h1

� �
�l�ai;r; ui;r;hot; d;wh;wc�;

h2� c2 � B: �39�

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
3.3. Order of calculation in the hot spot models

The Markov chain models in Sections 3.1 and
3.2 are numerically calculated using the method
®rst described in [25] for multistage networks. We
describe the order of calculation which we used for
the numerical solution to the Markov chain
equations for global ¯ow control. The solution for
local ¯ow control policy is very similar to the case
of global ¯ow control.

For hot spot model and global ¯ow control
policy, the dependency between di�erent stochastic
variables is as follows:
1. Time independent values

(a) Yd�c; s� is the probability that s cells are
destined to c di�erent outlets in an SE. The values
are independent of time and stage number or
switch type. Thus, it is recommended that Yd�c; s�
is calculated based on Eq. (9) for all 06 c6 d and
06 s6B, and the values are stored in a table and
used whenever necessary. This requires a two-
dimensional matrix of size �d � 1� � �B� 1�.

(b) ui;r;j is the probability that a cell in the SEi;r

is destined to outlet j of the SE which is based on
ei;r;j which can be directly or recursively [27] cal-

culated. ui;r;j values may be calculated once, stored
in appropriate data structures, and used as neces-
sary in the following calculations.
2. Time dependent variables

Table 1 summarizes the dependencies of all time
dependent variables in the solution of the Markov
chain for the hot spot model. Note that only stage
number and time subscript t are shown for each
variable. Other subscripts such as SE type or SE
outlet number are as in the equations described
before.

Table 1 helps in ®nding the correct order of the
numerical solution to the Markov chain equations.
We used a C program to solve the Markov chain
system. The program reads the SE size d, bu�er
size B, and number of stages k from the input, and
dynamically allocates the necessary space needed
to internally represent the multistage Delta net-
work. Then it reads in the values of the input rate
q, and hot spot value fh. After allocating the right
data structure for each variable, calculation of
various variables is performed in the following
order:

(a) Initialization of the data structures. All data
structures are assigned with the appropriate initial
(rest) conditions. For example, the initial value for
pi;r vector, that contains the initial state probabil-
ities at SEi;r, and for ~pi;r vector, that contains the
intermediate values, should indicate that there is
no cell in the shared bu�er at any SE.

pi;r;t�0 � ~pi;r;t�0 � 1 0 � � � 0� �: �40�
The initial value of bi;r;j is 1 for all outlets of

SEi;r and for all SEi;r. The initial value for ai;r is
equal to q for i � 1, and 0 otherwise. The initial
values of ri;r and si;r matrices could be any arbi-
trary values, since they are replaced with the
correctly calculated values later. We initialize

Table 1

Dependency of time dependent variables in hot spot model

Variable name Depends on

bi;t ~pi�1;t, ri�1;t, ai�1;t, ui�1

ai;t piÿ1;t

si;t Yd , bi;t

~pi;t pi;t, si;t

ri;t ai;t, ui

pi;t ~pi;tÿ1, ri;tÿ1
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all such data structures with 0 for debugging
purposes.

(b) Iterative calculation of the variables. After
proper initialization of the variables, the iterative
calculation of the Markov chain equations is per-
formed in the order as described in the main loop
in Algorithm 1.

Our experience shows that starting from the
initial condition of the Markov chain system, the
system converges to its steady-state values. How-
ever, the rate of convergence depends on the hot
spot value, SE size and switch size. The number of
iterations vary from 2k to a few hundred times. It is
generally necessary to con®ne the number of iter-
ations or the acceptable convergence to an upper
limit. In our approach, we let the iteration loop be
executed at least k � 1 times, since this is the min-
imum cycles that allows the equations at all stages
to be assigned to values di�erent from the initial
values. After that, the iteration loop is terminated
based on Algorithm 2. In this algorithm the state
vector Pi;r;t is compared with Pi;r;tÿ1 in all stages.

Algorithm 2 proves quite satisfactory in exam-
ining whether the Markov chain system has con-
verged to its steady-state condition. The execution
time for the algorithm is negligible compared
to the calculation time of the Markov chain
equations.

Algorithm 1. Order of calculation of di�erent
variables in the hot-global-ack model

Algorithm 2. Criteria for terminating the iteration
loop in the hot spot model

It should be noted that data structures for ri;r

and si;r become huge for large B. For example, for
B � 50, one would normally need 514 memory
units of type double in C for each ri;r and si;r,
which corresponds to 51 megabytes of memory on
a Unix system! However, most of the space is es-
sentially useless, since some transitions are im-
possible in an SE. For example, for B � 50,
transition si;r�50; 50; 50; 50� is not possible, since
there are no more than 50 spaces available in the
shared bu�er. ri;r and si;r matrices are, in fact, very
sparse for large B, and must be dealt with using
advanced data structures such as hash tables. We
have used a hash table technique to tackle this
problem in solving the hot spot model. For ex-
ample, the number of allowable transitions of ri;r

for B � 4 and B � 50 is 1660 which requires 13 280
memory bytes for storage. The calculation over-
head of hash table lookup and store for our im-
plementation is about 5% of the total run time.

3.4. Performance evaluation

Analytical models for a multistage shared bu�er
switch for local and global ¯ow control policies
have been developed in the previous section. In
this section, we de®ne the parameters which will be
used to obtain the performance of such a switch.
In steady-state condition of the switch, the
throughput, cell loss, and delay of various SE
types can be computed.

Throughput. Throughput at an SE outlet is de-
®ned as the probability of a cell leaving that outlet
during an NCC. In the single hot spot model, the
hot and cold outlets of an SE have di�erent
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throughputs, whereas the throughputs of all cold
outlets of an SE are the same.

The throughput of the hot outlet of an SE is
equal to the sum of all possible transitions from an
initial state �h; c� to the intermediate state
�hÿ 1; c�, since there is only one outlet (hot)
through which hot cells can leave the SE

ki;r;hot �
XB

h1�1

XBÿh1

c1�0

pi;r�h1; c1�

�
Xc1

c3�0

si;r�h1; c1; h1ÿ 1; c3�: �41�

The aggregate throughput of the cold outlets is
obtained by

ki;r;cold�
XB

c1�1

XBÿc1

h1�0

pi;r�h1;c1�

�
Xh1

h3�0

Xc1ÿ1

c3�max�0;c1ÿd�
�c1ÿc3�si;r�h1;c1;h3;c3�:

�42�
Note that in Eq. (42) cold outlets are indistin-

guishable. In the equation, �c1ÿ c3� is the number
of cells that leave the SE from its cold outlets. The
limits of the summations ensure that only the
transitions that contribute to the throughput of
the cold outlets are considered.

Summing the hot and cold throughputs of an SE
gives the overall throughput of that SE as follows:

ki;r � ki;r;hot � ki;r;cold: �43�
Finally, the throughput of stage i is given by

Ki � dkÿi ki;1

"
� �d ÿ 1�

Xi

r�2

ki;rdrÿ2

#
: �44�

Eq. (44) applies to all stages including the ®rst
stage where

P
becomes irrelevant.

Packet loss. Since there is no cell loss inside the
switch, the cell loss probability at any switch input
is obtained from the number of cells o�ered to the
®rst stage and the throughput of that stage

g � qÿ K1=N
q

; �45�

where K1=N is the throughput per link at the ®rst
stage.

Delay. The delay of hot and cold outlets of an
SE may be calculated using Little's formula by
dividing the average queue length by the departure
rate of the queue. In a shared bu�er SE, each
outlet has a logical queue whose length is equal to
the number of cells passing through that outlet.

The delay of the hot outlet is calculated as
follows:

wi;r;hot � 1

ki;r;hot

XB

h�0

XBÿh

c�0

hpi;r�h; c�; �46�

where ki;r;hot is the throughput of the hot outlet,
and the summation comprises the average queue
length. wi;r;cold is de®ned as the average delay of a
cell in any one of the logical queues of the cold
outlets:

wi;r;cold � 1

ki;r;cold

XB

h�0

XBÿh

c�0

cpi;r�h; c�
 !

1

d ÿ 1

� 1

�d ÿ 1�ki;r;cold

XB

h�0

XBÿh

c�0

cpi;r�h; c�: �47�

Since all d ÿ 1 cold outlets of SEi;r have equal
throughput, the average logical queue length for
any cold outlet of the SE is obtained in Eq. (47) as
the average number of cells in the logical queues
for all d ÿ 1 outlets divided by d ÿ 1. The average
delay in SEi;r is obtained by dividing the sum of the
delays at all outlets by d:

wi;r;av � wi;r;hot � �d ÿ 1�wi;r;cold

d
: �48�

The average delay at stage i is obtained by
adding the delays in all SEs at stage i, and then
dividing the sum by the number of SEs in the stage
(N=d):

wi � N
di

wi;1;av

"
� �d ÿ 1�

Xi

r�2

wi;r;avdrÿ1

#
1

N=d

� 1

diÿ1
wi;1;av

"
� �d ÿ 1�

Xi

r�2

wi;r;avdrÿ1

#
: �49�

Finally, the average delay of a cell traversing
the Delta switch is obtained by summing the de-
lays in the di�erent stages of the switch:
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W �
Xk

i�1

wi; �50�

where k is the number of stages in the network.

4. Simulation study

We have validated the model presented in
Section 2 with a simulation study. The same
assumptions as made for the analysis apply to
the simulation of the network. The following
operations are implemented in the simulator:
· At each cycle, a cell is generated with probabil-

ity q (o�ered load to the switch input). The gen-
erated cell is independent of the cells generated
in previous cycles and at other input ports. Each
cell consists of the following information:
1. a source tag which identi®es the input link at

which the packet arrived,
2. a destination tag denoting the output link to

which the cell is destined, and
3. the current cycle number, used for measure-

ment of the cell delay in the network.
· Simulation results from the ®rst several hundred

cycles of the switch operation are ignored to al-
low the switch to reach a steady-state condition.
The simulation program is then allowed to run
until the change in the average throughput be-
tween consecutive cycles becomes less than 10ÿ6.

· Con¯ict in the bu�ers for accessing a particular
outlet as well as contention to seize a bu�er
space in the next stage is resolved using a ran-
dom number generator with a di�erent seed val-
ue from that of the cell generator.
The simulation operates as follows:

1. The cells at the last stage bu�ers are sent to the
output links of the network, and the instanta-
neous throughput and delay are measured for
every link.

2. For each SE at stages k ÿ 1 to 1:
· The SE bu�ers are examined for cells destined

to the di�erent outlets of the SE, copies of all
cells destined to di�erent outlets are placed in
the corresponding outlet lists (forming logical
output queues), and the lists are sent to the
corresponding inlets of the next stage.

· If the number of available bu�er spaces in an
SE is less than the number of cells in the dif-
ferent lists at its inlets, a number of cells equal
to the number of available spaces are chosen
at random from the available lists. Packets
which are not accepted stay in the bu�ers at
the previous stage until they can be forwarded
in the subsequent cycles.

3. At the beginning of a clock cycle, a new set of
cells are generated at the inputs of stage 1 with
probability q and hot spot probability fh. The
cells are placed in the ®rst stage bu�ers if there
is any room. If a cell cannot be placed in the
®rst stage bu�ers, it is discarded, and the cell
loss counter is incremented by 1.

5. Numerical results

The normalized throughput of a Delta inter-
connection for N � 256, d � 2, B � 2, and hot
spot values 0 (uniform tra�c) and 0:005 is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. In this ®gure, the model is quite
accurate when the input load is small.

The average delay W of the same switch is
shown in Fig. 5. The results from the model are
consistent with the simulation results for bu�er
sizes 2 and 4. As in Fig. 4, the results from the
model are close to those of the simulation for small

Fig. 4. Normalized throughput versus q for N � 256, and

d � 2.
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input loads. The model predicts lower delay time
due to the fact that it ignores the e�ect of blocked
cells which in practice cause higher delays in a
network.

Although the throughput of the hot output of a
switch increases sharply when the hot spot value
increases, the overall throughput of the switch
decreases due to the bu�er monopolization e�ect
[28] caused by the hot tra�c. This situation has a
greater impact on the overall performance of
a switch when d is large. The reason is that, when
a tree saturation [29] takes place in a network, the
cold outputs in the type 1 (hot type) SE are most
a�ected by the phenomenon. The e�ect eases as
switch type increases. For a particular switch size
N, the smaller the SE size (d) and the greater the
number of SE types in the last stage, the less is the
e�ect of the hot spot tra�c on the overall
throughput of the network. Increasing the bu�er
size may alleviate the monopolization e�ect inside
the switch under low hot spot values. However,
due to the properties of the shared bu�er network,
increasing the bu�er size has very little e�ect on
improving the performance of the switch when hot
spot tra�c increases. For example, as shown in
Fig. 6, bu�er sizes greater than 4 have no e�ect on
the throughput of the network for d � 2,
fh � 0:01, and q � 1:0. The impact of increasing
the bu�er size on delay and cell loss under uniform
and hot spot tra�c is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

A comparison between the model and simula-
tion has been made in Fig. 9 for N � 256 and
d � 4. The results obtained by the model are close
to the simulation results under both uniform and
hot spot tra�c. The small inaccuracy of the model
under uniform tra�c is due to the fact that the
model does not take the time correlation of the
blocked packets [30] into account.

Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate hot, cold and total
bu�er occupancy, expressed as fractions of the
bu�er spaces occupied by the hot, cold and overall
tra�c in the ®rst stage SE, respectively. Under

Fig. 6. Normalized throughput versus B for N � 64, and global

¯ow control.

Fig. 7. Average delay versus B for N � 64, and global ¯ow

control.

Fig. 5. Average delay versus q for N � 256, and d � 2.
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uniform tra�c, bu�er occupancy is proportional
to the o�ered tra�c of the network, all outlets
taking a fair amount of the total bu�er space.
However, this proportion changes in favor of the
hot tra�c, when some hot spot value is intro-
duced. When the hot spot is more than 0:1, the hot
tra�c saturates the bu�ers, even under an input
load as low as 0.4. Again, increasing the bu�er size
has little impact on this e�ect. We have reported
similar results for di�erent bu�er size and hot spot
values in [28]. Better bu�er utilization is an ad-

vantage of a shared bu�er switch which improves
the throughput as compared to switches using
other bu�er disciplines. However, under hot spot
tra�c, all of the bu�ers may be exhausted by the
hot tra�c. Fig. 12 contrasts a shared bu�er and an
output bu�er switch for N � 64, and d � 2. For a
reasonable comparison, we have assumed the same
number of bu�er spaces (B) per SE for both ar-
chitectures. The results for the output bu�er switch
are obtained from a simulation program using a
similar methodology to that described in Chapter

Fig. 8. Packet loss versus B for N � 64, and global ¯ow

control.

Fig. 9. Normalized throughput versus fh for N � 256, and

global ¯ow control.

Fig. 10. Ratio of hot, cold, and total bu�er occupancy of the

®rst stage SE for N � 64; d � 4;B � 4, and global ¯ow control.

Fig. 11. Ratio of hot, cold, and total bu�er occupancy of the

®rst stage SE for N � 64; d � 4;B � 8, and global ¯ow control.
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4. As shown in Fig. 12, a shared bu�er switch
performs better under uniform tra�c or when the
hot spot value is small. Under high hot spot val-
ues, an output bu�er switch performs better. This
can be explained as follows. In output bu�ering,
the hot tra�c degrades the throughput of the
outputs which share the same bu�ers as a cell
destined to them traverses through di�erent stages.
However, there are still some outputs that do not
share any bu�er with the hot output, and therefore
are not a�ected by the hot tra�c. Unlike in output
bu�ering, the hot spot tra�c in a shared bu�er
a�ects all of the outputs, since all of them share the
bu�ers at least at the ®rst stage which, if congested,
will degrade the throughput of all non-hot outputs
as well.

Bu�er monopolization in shared bu�er switches
can be minimized if a proper bu�er management is
utilized to limit the maximum number of bu�ers
used by any outlet to some speci®ed value.

6. Conclusion

We have developed an analytical model to
study the performance of multistage switches
constructed from shared bu�er switching elements
with an arbitrary SE size and bu�er size using ei-
ther global or local ¯ow control policy. From the

model, the throughput, cell delay, and cell loss
probability in such switches have been derived,
and various numerical results have been illustrat-
ed. We have also compared the results obtained
from the model and the computer simulation, and
they have been found to be in close agreement. The
model does not account for the correlation of cells
in successive cycles. Hence, a blocked cell in the
bu�ers is treated the same as a new coming packet.
This results in predicting higher throughput than
simulation. In reality, a blocked cell in an SE al-
ways hunts for the same outlet of the SE during
successive cycles.

Under uniform tra�c or under low hot spot
values, a shared bu�ered switch has better per-
formance in terms of throughput, delay and cell
loss as compared to a switch with output bu�ering.
The model can be used by switch designers to
study the e�ect of the di�erent switch parameters
on the performance, and optimize the cost/per-
formance ratio of switches with single hot spot
distribution.
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